FA B U L O U S

E V E R Y D AY P R O J E C T S F O R

UPCYCLING
I N S P I R AT I O N

BUT
FIRST:

What did you do for National Upcycling Day on June 24? We’re
guessing ‘nada’. But, if you’re reading this, chances are you thought
about injecting some much-needed life into that old dresser of yours
(you just know it could be beautiful one day), or even dragging out the
old desk from the shed and putting an Art Deco spin on it.
If so, you obviously have the desire and creativity but maybe just
don’t know how to go about getting started. In which case, this
e-book - my friend - is for you!

In the following pages, we’ll tell you not only what you need to get
started on an upcycled painting project, but also where you can find
the furniture (if it’s not lying around at home) and explain about all
the different types of paints and upcycling techniques to choose
from.

We’ll then get on to the really interesting part – explaining how some
gorgeous upcycled finishes are achieved. This part will come with a
disclaimer though. That’s because most of the upcycled items are so
inspiring you’ll be desperate to try some of them out, meaning all
pre-arranged plans for the weekend are off. And maybe even every
weekend for the foreseeable future. Have a gander.
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Select good wood to paint for starters; avoid chipboard. Other woods,
such as mahogany and pine, are fine.
If purchasing vintage furniture or using old items from the shed,
always check for woodworm. If you find any, treat it before painting.
Wood looks good with copper and other metals if you’re going for a
contemporary industrial design (or US loft living) look.
If bringing in an old desk from a garden hut, let it acclimatise slowly to
the temperature indoors to prevent the wood from splitting.
Always use a primer when painting laminated wood – otherwise the
paint will slide off.
Use good quality paint brushes and a mini-roller kit to paint large surfaces
of wardrobes and tables quickly. Roll in the same direction each time.
If the wood is pretty rough - rather than smooth - use coarse
sandpaper first, then switch to light.
Any type of old chair or seating undergoes a complete transformation
with a lick of paint and a bit of upholstery.
If you want a shabby chic or antique look, opt for dark wax rather than
the clear variety.
Be prepared to mess up now and again. It’s unrealistic to believe
things will work out as you hope every single time.

AND SO,

TO PAINT
You’ll be relieved to hear that painting furniture is easy these days –
mostly thanks to the invention of that lovely substance known as
chalk paint. In fact, you’ll probably spend way longer trying to decide
on what colour paint to buy than you will actually painting your chair,
desk, dresser or whatever piece of furniture you plan to reinvent.

The reason chalk paint is so simple and practical to use is because it
can be used on any kind of surface, not just wood. Metal, plastic, MDF,
varnished wood can all be painted with it. It saves time because you
don’t have to prime the surface beforehand.

Annie Sloan chalk paint in a graduated colour scheme was used to
give this old chest of drawers a modern edge
Image via Homemaker Magazine

HOW TO GET THE

‘DISTRESSED
LOOK’
USING PAINT

You’ll need two different paint colours to achieve
the distressed look on a piece of furniture. One of
them will be the undercoat, which can be darker
or lighter than the top coat. It will show through
when parts of the furniture are sanded.
Once you’ve removed any leftover paint, glue or
cement from the furniture, you’re ready to put on
the undercoat. This will go on the areas you will
later ‘scuff through’. Furniture always looks
better if you scuff the areas where this would
naturally happen, such as chair legs, corners of
dressers, and ends of tables.
After this first coat of paint has dried - around 30
minutes or time for a cup of tea and a short walk
- apply the second coat.
Once the second coat is dry, it’s time to seal and
protect the paint. Do this by applying wax with a
soft cloth, one that is lint-free, such as
microfiber, to avoid bits of material sticking to
the paint.

After you’ve waited for the wax to dry (see, as
well as being fun and practical there’s always
plenty of time with upcycling to put your feet up
too), you can gently sand down the areas of the
chair that you want to look scuffed. This is
where the undercoat will show through.
Once you’ve finished, another coat of wax goes
on, and you go to bed (or out for the evening)
and forget about your upcycled furniture until
the following day when the wax will be
completely sealed and you can give it a final
polish with another lint-free cloth. Afterwards
you can spend the day gleefully touching and
instagramming that fabulous new piece of
furniture.

USING

PAINT
TO GET A SLICK
CONTEMPORARY
UPCYCLING LOOK

Not a fan of the shabby chic look but still want to upcycle using paint?
Then satinwood or gloss paint is your go-to formula every time. Using
these paint types will take longer because it’s necessary to prepare
your furniture for painting.
This means sanding the item down with either wire wool or sandpaper
and applying primer (an undercoat) before finally dipping your brush
into that wonderful new colour. Priming beforehand doesn’t just
mean that the paint will go on smoother and look better, it will last
longer too.

This mid-century furniture has been given a whole new lease of life
with red and black paint and a set of new drawer pulls.
Image via PhantasticPhinds

CREATE
TEXTURE

WITH

1 . SWIRLING
As the name suggests, swirl several colours of oil paint around in a
bucket before dipping in your furniture and sealing with wax. The
technique is also known as ‘marbling’.

BRUSH
STROKES

AND
VARIOUS
TECHNIQUES

Image via architecture of life
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2 . STIPPLING

3 . STENCILLING

Once you have your final coat of paint, simply dab it with a
special stippling brush in a random fashion (but making
sure you apply straight down, then off without dragging the
brush). The result is an impressive ‘textured’ look that has
an almost velvety appearance.

This is a fabulous way to add a wow factor to painted
furniture. And you don’t even have to be able to draw to do
it. You’ll find some fabulous stencilled items later in this
e-book. You can make your own stencils using cardboard.
Water-based paint is easiest to use. Just add paint using a
small brush and dabbing lightly into the stencil hole.

TECHNIQUES

Image via Bukit.co

Image via Pinterest
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4 . RAG ROLLING

5 . SPONGING

A great look achieved by simply pressing a rag rolled into a
sausage shape against the final wet coat. Unlike stippling,
which involved pressing down and quickly off, this time you
want to roll the rag down the paint so you get the effect of
falling fabric.

This is probably the easiest of paint techniques to use
since it involves simply pressing a damp sponge onto the
paint surface and lifting quickly off. The result is a great
mottled look. Or, if you use a sanding sponge to swipe the
paint, you can achieve something as spectacular as this
(below). Remember to rinse out the sponge now and then to
remove excess paint.

TECHNIQUES

Image via Pinterest

Image via Pinterest
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6 . DECOUPAGE

7 . GILD EDGING

Use wallpaper cut-offs or sheet music to add pizzazz to
furniture. Simply coat the furniture in PVA glue then stick
down your paper. Leave to dry, before applying a second
coat of glue. Finally paint over with a clear acrylic varnish to
seal.

Add sparkle to your upcycled furniture using silver or gold
gilding. Once you’ve painted your piece, put glue on areas
you wish to highlight using a small brush. Once tacky, place
a sheet of silver or gold leaf sheet on it and press flat using
a small dry brush. Remove the excess sheet with the brush
and when finished, wipe the gilded areas with clear wax to
seal.

TECHNIQUES

Image via Period Living

Image via Pinterest

CREATE
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WITH

8 . CRACKED FINISH
Paint the furniture and dry quickly using a hairdryer close to the
surface. Once the paint starts to crack, move the dryer away. After
it’s completely dry, rub the edges of the furniture with sandpaper for
a worn look. Next, apply watered-down paint in a darker colour to
emphasise the cracks. Once dry, add dark wax using a lint-free cloth
and seal with a clear wax.

BRUSH
STROKES

AND
VARIOUS
TECHNIQUES

Image via PeriodLiving

PAINT

TYPES
AND THEIR APPEARANCE

Different types of paint will achieve different looks. For instance,
chalk paint is best for a shabby chic and rustic looks since it has a
matt appearance. Gloss paint, on the other hand reflects light,
making it shiny and great for a contemporary look.
Silk or satinwood are ‘mid-sheen’ finishes. This means they’ll reflect
some light but not nearly as much as gloss. Satinwood adds a softer
appearance to wood than silk. Eggshell has less of a sheen that silk or
satinwood and is best for a classic or ‘heritage’ look.

Some rather creative design – as well as painting - was involved in
this unusual, yet fascinating, wall unit designed from old tables and
bedroom furniture
Image via featherandnestkim.blogspot.com

If you don’t have any interesting and good quality old furniture lying
around that you want to upcycle, you can pick some up easily – and
inexpensively – at auction houses, second-hand charity shops, junk
shops, car boot sales, the website Freecycle and eBay.

DIY DOOR SHELF
HERE’S HOW
IT WAS DONE
Making a door shelving unit
1. Using a circular saw, cut the door in
half.
2. Secure both ends together at 90
degrees using clamps, and get
someone to hold them.
3. Screw metal brackets to the back
of the doors to permanently hold both
together.
4. Cut shelves from particle board –
sanding any rough edges - and secure
in place using two 90-degree brackets
under each one.
5. Put a smart door knob onto the
front facing unit (no need for one on
the other side).
6. Paint with the colour of your
choice (in this case it’s a turquoise
spray paint but gloss paint would look
good too).

Why stick to just painting the outside of the furniture?
These quirkily painted drawers look fab

Yes, this really is an old door that’s been transformed into an
incredibly quirky – and fun – corner shelf unit.
Image via Craftaholics

New legs and fancy wallpaper were added to this
old bookshelf which had been headed for the
dump. The transformation is pretty impressive

This old coffee table has been transformed by a
lovely bright yellow gloss paint and the addition
of a blackboard on top. It’s used here in the
sitting room but would also prove a great idea
for a kid’s bedroom

Image via Pinterest

Yes, there’s obviously been a talented artist at work
here with this upcycled dresser but it’s so beautiful
that we couldn’t resist including it here

AN
BRINGING

OLD

BUREAU

BANG UP TO DATE

Bureaus can always be found in auctions or maybe you’ll find one
that’s been in the family for generations but is hidden away in the
spare room? Well, look how fabulous it can look when it’s dusted down
and given a lick of paint or two.
On the one below, a damaged hinge was fixed by supplying screws
where they were missing, and adding pins for the drawer runners. The
drawers were also inclined to stick a little, so a candle was rubbed
along each side where it met the runner to allow them to slide in and
out more easily.
Once the basic maintenance was done, it was time to prime. Years of
grime and some leftover varnish were cleaned away by scrubbing the
wood with a cloth and sugar soap dissolved in warm water. It was then
rinsed and dried with a clean cloth. The wood was then rubbed with
fine glasspaper to smoothen it.
Next, a primer was applied and two hours later, the body of the bureau
was painted with black paint. Masking tape ensured that no vibrant
pink would seep onto the dried black when it was time to paint the
inside.
Vinegar was used to clean the handles, which were then buffed up
and rubbed with beeswax to seal the finish. We think you’ll agree the
result was pretty spectacular.

Image via Period Living

If it’s a chair you want to upholster, you can modernise the
upholstery by buying loose covers from websites such as
Bemz.com or have covers made at a local upholstery store.

If you’ve found fresh holes in wood, it’s probably
woodworm. This can be solved using boron treatment.
Simply brush it on, making sure you get into all the nooks
and crannies (where they’re most likely to be holed up).

This old chair, found in a second-hand shop, has been given a
new and contemporary lease (or even leaf!) of life
Image via Pinterest

This reasonably modern – but disused – dresser was given an antiquated and stylish look using a mottled
staining technique (using a stencil and sponge). The owner then sourced vintage reproduction casters
and drawer knobs for a finishing flourish

OUR
FAVOURITE

This amazing look was achieved using a kit
bought from a website specialising in stencil
design. Decorative new drawer handles
completed the look

UPCYCLED

STENCILLING

PROJECTS
Check out the piece of furniture that catches your eye
at auction by going in the day before (allowing time to
inspect it closely). Use a sack barrow to transport it to
avoid breaking any legs and tie cupboard doors,
dresser drawers to prevent them swinging open or
falling out.

Image via coastersfurniture.org/

Chalk-painted cabinet with a large red flower
and bird stencil design, which has been
finished in clear wax.
Image via LingeringLightStudio at Etsy

This 70s-style nest of tables is now a
contemporary and practical – not to mention
eye-catching – ornamental piece of furniture
Image via Pinterest

Chairs are a great item to begin your upcycling
career. Most of us have an old wooden chair lying
around somewhere at home and if not, they’re not
expensive to buy from a junk shop. Better yet, it
doesn’t take long to complete an upcycled chair
project.
And, if you don’t like your first upcycling attempt
well, a chair is an easy thing to quickly paint over.
The main thing is to have lots of fun, which these
upcycling enthusiasts clearly had.

OUR
FAVOURITE
UPCYCLED

PAINTED

CHAIRS

This turquoise Danish wooden chair has been
painted in chalk paint, stencilled, then finished
with two coats of clear varnish. The legs have a
‘dipped’ look
Image via NicoletteTabram at Etsy

OUR
FAVOURITE
UPCYCLED

PAINTED

CHAIRS
Image via NicethingUK at Etsy

Image via Betterafter.blogspot.net

Image via Doodlebug4kids at Etsy
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Fans of the shabby chic look will love this upcycled dresser,
which has been achieved using chalk paint and decoupaged
vintage floral paper
Image via Pinterest

Going anywhere? Old maps, a coat of sealing
wax and hey presto…a fabulous upcycled chair!
Image via Pinterest

This old Louis XIV bedside table has been given a refreshing,
modern make-over and is now a lovely, bright hall table
Image via Pinterest

So, have we convinced you yet how much
fun and satisfaction – not to mention
terrific new furniture – can be gained by
Upcycling? If so, you’ll find plenty of
choice in paint colours, brushes and
general decorating paraphernalia at
Chadwicks.ie. Who knows, a new career
may even beckon!
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